Community members in Lagos, Nigeria are not able to correctly define blood pressure, its causes, and the impact certain values have upon health. Community Health Educators (CHEs) are volunteers trained through Northwestern’s current Access to Health initiative to educate low-literacy community members who do not have access to vital health information. An active engagement method can improve learning and retention of information by the CHEs and similar audiences. An example of this is drawing, which can help educate and empower CHEs to teach low-literacy community members health topics.

Because of particular barriers to health care and the lack of proper health education, many community members of Lagos, Nigeria suffer from diseases because they do not know how to prevent their development, contraction and/or spread. Hypertension is one such disease that may remain undetected until too late. By educating the community of Lagos of the importance of taking their blood pressure and interpreting values correctly, members are encouraged to seek proper help to make the disease’s management more successful.

At the basis of understanding hypertension is knowing the anatomy, which can be learned most effectively using an active engagement method like drawing. Drawing can be applied in all settings and has been found to increase knowledge gain, retention, and problem-solving skills. Viewing and following the process of drawing is beneficial in understanding how structures relate and function. Providing a partially drawn base image to complete also aids learning by reducing cognitive load and increasing accuracy of the final image. By incorporating a warm-up exercise and simple drawing steps in a video, CHEs and similar populations can learn how to draw health concepts and become empowered to educate lower-literacy community members by using drawing.

This study utilized a qualitative research design. The materials and methods below were carried out to help answer the question: “How can drawing as a visualization method be used as a tool to promote engagement in health education and empower learners to teach?”

Drawing has been used for education in high-literacy settings, or only as an assessment tool in low-literacy populations. This project aimed to bridge the research gap by using an easy drawing method to educate audiences of mixed and low-literacies, and provide a tool that can be used by the target audience to teach others information more accurately and effectively. This entailed incorporating a drawing exercise to help learners “warm up” and become comfortable with making strokes before diving into learning.

Curriculum and visualizations for the Access to Health initiative are to be housed within a web and mobile application. With this in mind and the findings of various educational studies as basis, short videos were chosen as the appropriate and accessible deliverable to be hosted within the application. This would allow fluid scaffolding of drawing steps while discussing blood pressure and related concepts in an engaging way, as well as reducing cognitive overload and enhancing learning and memory.

Three storyboards depicting the visual content and flow of information in the videos were created using InDesign and Photoshop. Due to time constraints, only storyboards 1 and 3 were recorded into videos using an iPhone, then voiced over and edited in Adobe Premiere Pro before being uploaded to a Vimeo account. All pre-drawn visual assets used in the videos were created in Illustrator.

The videos were viewed by the committee and feedback given included slowing down drawing steps, giving more attention to an example of a Nigerian having their blood pressure measured, showing positive habits that lower blood pressure instead of only practices to avoid, and splitting Blood Pressure into two separate videos along with The Heart and Blood Flow storyboard, in the event that it is developed into a video.

Overall evaluation of the videos utilizing drawing (and second storyboard not made into a video) by the committee was positive and deemed to be effective in teaching populations like the CHEs about the heart, its general anatomy, the way it functions, the phases of the heart (diastole and systole), and blood pressure. Anticipation was expressed for seeing the final product implemented in future endeavors involving the education of CHEs, as well as other populations like them across different areas of health education and communication.
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